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0 of 0 review helpful Excellent By R S Covolo In focusing on the issue of Legitimacy Shadd achieves much more 
delivering a carefully argued and compelling assessment of Neo Calvinist political social thought as an alternative to 
Rawlsian proceduralism Excellent In recent years political theorists have increasingly focused on the question of 
legitimacy rather than on justice The question of legitimacy asks even if legal coercion falls short of being perfectly 
just what nonetheless makes it morally legitimate Yet legitimacy remains poorly understood According to the regnant 
theory of justificatory liberalism legitimate legal coercion is based on reasons all reasonable persons can accept and is 
conceived in term This excellent clearly written book breaks important new ground in debates over the contested 
concept of political legitimacy Forensically exposing serious philosophical deficiencies in the dominant lsquo 
justificatory liberal rsquo account of 
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